Judo club „KYODAI”, tel. +371 27844118, e-mail: info@kyodai.lv, www.judo-tournament.com
Rigas National Sports Arena, Kojusalas street 9, Riga

FRIDAY, May 6th

Weight in 18:00-20:00 for age groups U10, U14, U19

(2004.-2006.)

SATURDAY, May 7th
BOYS -50, -55, -60, -66, -73, -81, -90, +90
GIRLS -40, -44, -48, -52, -57, -63, -70, +70

Weight in
8:00-9:00

(2009.-2011.)

BOYS -34, -38, -42, -46, -50, -55, -60, -66, -73, +73
GIRLS -36, -40, -44, -48, -52, -57, +57

Weight in
11:00-12:00

(2013.-2014.)

BOYS -24, -27, -30, -34, -38, -42, -46, -50, +50
GIRLS -26, -29, -32, -36, +36

Weight in
14:00-15:00

SATURDAY, May 7th Weight in 14:00-15:00 for age groups U12, U16
SUNDAY, May 8th
BOYS -27, -30, -34, -38, -42, -46, -50, -55 +55
GIRLS -32, -36, -40, -44, +44
(2011.-2013.)

Weight in
9:00-10:00

(2007.-2009.)

BOYS -38, -42, -46, -50, -55, -60, -66, -73, -81, +81
GIRLS -40, -44, -48, -52, -57, -63, +63

Weight in
12:00-13:00

Start of
competitions
10:00
Start of
competitions
13:00
Start of
competitions
16:00

Start of
competitions
11:00
Start of
competitions
14:00

U10, U12 shime-waza and kansetsu-waza are not allowed. Contest time 2 min. + Golden Score.
U14 shime-waza is not allowed, kansetsu-waza is allowed. Contest time 3 min. + Golden Score.
U16, U19 shime-waza and kansetsu-waza are allowed. Contest time 4 min. + Golden Score.
Additional 200g will be allowed for their weight category limits.
U10, U12, U14, U16, U19 – 25,00 EUR per each registered participant 35,00 EUR for participants that have not
been timely registered in advance! If one sportsman participates in two age groups, a double registration fee will
be applied.
Registration for the tournament will take place via LJF electronic system ( http://sportists.info/judo/login.php
) until 23:00 on Wednesday, May 4th. On Thursday, May 4, all teams will receive an invoice for the participation
fee. Before the weighing, the coach of the teams that have paid the bill will receive the athlete participation
sheets. Clubs do not have to print participation sheets themselves.
The competition takes place in accordance with the LATVIAN JUDO FEDERATION SPORTS EVENTS COVID-19
PROTECTION LIMITATION PROTOCOL.
Best regards, “KYODAI family”

